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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new training algorithm for
Self-structuring Hidden Control Neural (SHC)
models, which we presented at ICASSPCl]. The
SHC models were trained non-discriminatively for
speech recognition applications [2]. Better recognition performance can generally be achieved, if
discriminative training is applied in stead. Thus
we developed a discriminative training algorithm
for SHC models, where each SHC model for a
specific speech pattern is trained with utterances
of the ]pattern to be recognized and with other
utterances. The discriminative training of SHC
neural models has been tested on the TIDIGITS
database [3].

1. INTRODUCI'ION
The SHC models are hybrid pattern recognition
models combining advantages of Neural models
and Hidden Markov models, e.g. the universal
approximation capabilities and the temporal
modeling capabilities, respectively. In our application we apply one SHC model for each pattern
in the vocabulary. An SHC model automatically
develops the model architecture during training
avoiding the manual selection of the architecture
before training. Each SHC pattern model realizes
a finite state (left-to-right) model and each specific
state is defined using a related binary vector code

at the input terminals of the model. N states thus
necessitate N different binary vector codes. In
other words we have N possible mappings in the
SHC neural model. For each state the SHC model
is used as a non-linear predictor and the aim is to
predict a spectral vector (consisting of cepstrum
coefficients) at time t from one or more of the
preceeding spectral vectors. Each SHC speech
pattern model is trained in the proposed
discriminative training framework described in the
following.

2. DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING OF SHC
NEURAL MODELS
In the paper by Y. Liu et al. [4] a discriminative
training algorithm is proposed for predictive
neural network (PNN) models. Each PNN model
models has been used to model a speech pattern.
In a PNN model a finite (left-to-right) model is
realized using a neural network for each state to
establish a non-linear predictor in each state. We
use only one neural network in the SHC model to
realize the same number of states thus the PNN
training algorithm can not be applied for our
models. This fact inspired us to develop a new
discriminative training algorithm for the training
of each SHC model. The following two equations
describe an SHC model [l]. For simplicity we
have only written the equations for a model with
one output. An extension to a model with more
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than one output is straight foreward. The two
equations for an SHC model can be written as the
following:

The weights in the SHC model are updated using
the quick propagation algorithm [ 5 ] but the
algorithm is not applied to perform the classical
error minimization. In our discriminative training
framework we changed the algorithm to maximize
the global probability of the SHC pattern models
making the right classification. The global probability of the classifier making the right classification is defined as:

where r is the number of inputs, q is the number
of hidden neurons, xk is an element in a spectral
vector x,, from the utterance x (consisting of a
sequence of vectors) or an element in the binary
code (control vector) describing the states, f(x,,) is
the output and a- and &variables are the weights
in the neural model. The output is normally a
vector i.e. a prediction of a spectral vector.
The following figure describes a two state SHC
model:
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....., %,I. A describes the complete
parameter set of the classifier and Aj represents
the parameter set of the j-th SHC model i.e. the
model for the j-th speech pattern class. The
function gj (x, A) is the probability of the speech
utterance x belonging to the j-th class. sj is the
subset of the training set belonging to the j-th
class. The gradient to be used in our
discriminative training algorithm is the gradient of
the global probability function L(A). This gradient
is defined in [4] for PNN models, but it can not
be applied directly for our SHC models due to the
fact that a PNN model contains a set of neural
networks, one for each state, in contrast to our
SHC model that has only one neural network. We
have derived the following gradient to be used in
the quick propagation algorithm. A component of
the gradient is given as:
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Figme 1 A single-inpuffsingle output SHC model with q
hidden neurons. r f 1 is the number of input terminals. The
hidden neurons have non-linear input-output relations and
the output unit has a linear input-output relation. Some of
the weights are frozen during training and this is indicated
by the small boxes, The dots indicate the self-structuring
capability (addition of neurons during training).
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(and index m and i) for discriminative training of
a SHC model. i is the index of the i-th input to
the model and m is the index of the m-th input.
a is a positive constant. dP m is the desired output
at the nn-th output of the model and the fexpression is the measured m-th output. c(E) is
refering to the sequence of control vectors which
results in1 minimum prediction error for the SHC
model explained by the fact that this model is
functioning as a one-step non-linear predictor. The
sequence c(%) is found by using the Viterbialgorithm. 7c is a path and E is the optimal path
found by the Viterbi-search algorithm.
The discriminative training of the SHC models
can briefly be described as using the gradient in
equation (4) in the the quick propagation
algorithm to maximize the global probability
probability (see equation (3)), of the classifier
making the right classification.
The discriminative training algorithm for SHC
models iis now developed, and each. SHC model
for a specific speech pattern can now be trained
with utterances of the pattern to be recognized and
with other utterances, see equation (4). The
discriminative training of SHC neural models has
been tested on the TIDIGITS database as
described in the next section.

3. EXPERIMENTS
Preliminary results are very promising e.g. the
recognition rate based on female utterances
(words) from the TI-DIGITS database was 99%
(on training data) and this is better than our nondiscriminative approach [2]. The SHC Models
trained with the new discriminative training
algorithim was evaluated using ESPRIT SAM evaluation methods [ 6 ] .
The training set contains utterances (the digits 1 to
5 ) from 57 women and the test set contains
utterances from 5 5 women different from the
group OF women in the training set. The sampling

frequency is 8 kHz and based on an 8-th order
LPC analysis 12 cepstrum and 12 A cepstrum
coefficients were calculated every 10 msec based
on a 20 msec window. The number of states in
each SHC model is 8.

A few initial sets of experiments were performed
using different stop criteria for the maximum
number of neurons to be generated during training
in the SHC models. The best result achieved on
the training set was a recognition rate of 99% and
the best results on the test set were rates 97%98%. These preliminary experiments indicated that
performance can be improved by fine tuning the
settings of the stop criteria in the SHC models.

4. CONCLUSION

The discriminative training algorithm for SHC
neural models has been derived and tested. The
preliminary results are promising and indicate that
the approach is a relevant alternative to nondiscriminative training of the models. Further
experiments including the application of different
stop criteria in the SHC models are expected to
improve the test results described in the previous
section.
Some of the advantages of the SHC models
compared to the PNN models [4] are: (1) Only
one neural network is applied to realize a finite N
state model in stead of N neural networks in each
PNN model. (2) The model architecture is
generated automatically during training which
typically results in a more efficient model
architecture. (3) The proposed discriminative
training of an SHC model is more efficient due to
the fact that this model only consists of one neural
network.
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